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Abstract: Altimetric error has always been the significant performance parameter of the interferomet-
ric radar altimeter (IRA), particularly in the observation of sub-mesoscale ocean dynamic processes
in which a higher accuracy of sea surface elevation (SSE) measurement is needed. The systematic
attitude error of IRA associated with platform altitude, roll, pitch, and yaw errors is a remarkable
source of altimetric error. However, the coupling attitude altimetric error is still less discussed
up to now. In this paper, we focus on the study of the coupling attitude altimetric error and its
related position-shifting, which are all induced by the attitude errors. The theoretical formulas of the
coupling attitude altimetric error were derived, and the theoretical analysis demonstrates that the
coupling attitude altimetric error is no longer along the range direction of the IRA image rigorously
due to the change of the radar beam pointing. Based on theoretical formulas proposed by this study,
the coupling attitude altimetric error and its related position-shifting are simulated and verified by
using attitude data recorded by an airborne position and orientation system (POS) of three airborne
experiments. The experimental results illustrate that the simulated coupling attitude altimetric errors
are consistent with the measurements of the airborne experiments.

Keywords: interferometric radar altimeter; coupling attitude altimetric error; airborne experiments;
sea surface elevation measurement

1. Introduction

One of the purposes of the interferometric radar altimeter (IRA) is to observe the
sub-mesoscale ocean dynamic processes with centimeter-level absolute accuracy in a wide-
swath of ~100 km or wider [1]. The limited resolution of current altimeter systems has
prevented the study of sub-mesoscale eddy processes that are critical to understanding
the ocean’s roles in Earth’s climate [2]. The Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT)
to be launched this year and the proposed Guanlan satellite missions both belonged to
this new generation of altimeter [3–8], and both missions will provide the data of SSE
with a high spatial resolution (~15 km) and wide-swath (~150 km) data of sea surface
elevation. Prior to that, the SARIn mode of CryoSat-2 was specifically designed to improve
the data quality over the polar regions. As the first satellite equipped with the synthetic
aperture interferometric radar altimeters (SIRAL), the in-flight CryoSat-2 was designed
to be able to map broad (5 km-wide) swaths of surface elevation with fine (500 m) spatial
resolution. The SARIn mode of this nadir-looking altimeter is a positive exploration of
the IRA development [9–12]. For the observation of sub-mesoscale ocean phenomena, a
great challenge to the accuracy and reliability of the new generation of altimeters is posed.
The altimetric errors are contained in the full link of electromagnetic wave propagation
from the altimeter system to sea surface scattering, which are difficult to be resolved
either by physical or algorithmic methods. In SWOT, in order to achieve the desired
measurement accuracy, the altimetric errors have been divided into three main categories:
ocean media/wave error requirements, ocean random error requirements, and ocean
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systematic error requirements [13,14]. The instrument’s systematic error includes systematic
attitude error (roll, yaw, and pitch), orbit’s altitude error, baseline length error, phase
measurement error, and system time delay error. Consequently, any slight change in the
altimeter system could have a significant impact on the altimetry accuracy.

In the early 2000s, the basic interferometric geometric model and equations were given,
and the sensitivity of parameter variations to elevation was analyzed based on mathematical
partial derivatives [15–18]. Some studies focused on the analysis of the parameters that
have a significant effect on altimetry, however, the combined effects of roll, pitch, and yaw
in altimetry error were not considered [14,19–27]. Actually, the coupling attitude altimetric
error is not a simple sum of each attitude error, and the position-shifting due to attitude
errors was not considered. Our studies show that the coupling attitude altimetric error
is no longer along the range direction of the IRA image rigorously after considering the
position-shifting. This effect is especially remarkable as the attitude altimetric errors of the
IRA system are large.

In this work, the impact of the coupling attitude altimetric error on the SSE retrieved
from IRA has been investigated in detail, and the theoretical formulas for quantitatively
evaluating the coupling attitude altimetric error are also derived. The validity of the
theoretical formulas has been confirmed by three experiments of the airborne IRA. This
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the observation geometric of IRA and the
theoretical formulas of the coupled altimetry error induced by the systematic attitude
errors (i.e., altitude, roll, pitch, and yaw errors). The consistency of the coupling attitude
altimetric error result and each single error result is compared, respectively, and, finally,
the position-shifting of coupling attitude altimetric error due to attitude errors is discussed.
Section 3 analyzes the rationality of the theoretical results based on three experiments of
the airborne IRA carried out in the Rizhao sea area. In the last section, the main conclusions
and future studies are summarized.

2. Theory of Coupling Attitude Altimetric Error of IRA

The coupling attitude altimetric error of IRA can be mainly divided into four items,
i.e., platform altitude error, roll error, pitch error, and yaw error. Referring to previous
studies [8,28–30], each error was discussed in terms of both SAR geometry interferometry
and data processing. During SSE calculation, the interferometric phase is calculated by
using the master–slave images acquired by the IRA. The interferometric phase contains the
elevation phase and the flat-earth phase [31]. The SSE can be calculated by the elevation
phase and the flat-earth phase needs to be removed before, which is generally referred
to as flat-earth phase removal. The calculation of the flat-earth phase is based on the
interferometric geometric, therefore, it can be considered that the systematic attitude errors
will lead to flat-earth phase error, and, eventually, those errors transfer into the calculation
of the SSE retrieved by the IRA.

2.1. Coupling Attitude Altimetric Error

Figure 1 shows the IRA geometry: the solid line represents the geometry of the
ideal scenario and the dashed line represents the geometry of the scenario with coupling
attitude error, in which the antenna position, the radar beam pointing position, the baseline
direction, and the baseline inclination are all changed by the coupling attitude error, and,
finally, the entire observation swath direction is changed as well. The coupling attitude
altimetric error can be calculated by the difference between two flat-earth phases, one from
the observation scenario with coupling attitude error, and the other one from the ideal
observation scenario. The effect of coupling attitude error combined with platform altitude,
roll, pitch, and yaw errors can be described with a transformation matrix Mε [23,32].

Mε =

(
MR MT
0T 1

)
(1)
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where 0T is a 1 × 3 zero matrix. MR represents the rotation matrix as in Equation (2), which
is determined by the platform’s roll θroll , pitch θpitch, and yaw θyaw.

MR = Myaw Mpitch Mroll =


cos θroll cos θyaw + sin θroll sin θyaw sin θpitch − cos θpitch sin θyaw − sin θroll cos θyaw + cos θroll sin θpitch sin θyaw

− cos θyaw sin θroll sin θpitch + cos θroll sin θyaw cos θyaw cos θpitch − cos θroll cos θyaw sin θpitch − sin θroll sin θyaw

sin θroll cos θpitch sin θpitch cos θroll cos θpitch

 (2)

Figure 1. IRA geometry with coupling attitude altimetric error.

Generally, the attitude errors are small, therefore the small-angle approximation can
be applied to Equation (2). With the cosine of the attitude angle approximated by 1 and the
sine of the attitude angle approximated by the angle itself, the approximation of the rotation
matrix MR can be rewritten as in Equation (3) after ignoring the higher-order terms.

MR ≈

 1 −θyaw −θroll
θyaw 1 −θpitch
θroll θpitch 1

 (3)

MT represents the rotation matrix caused by platform altitude error.

MT =
(
0 0 ∆H

)T (4)

where ∆H is platform altitude error.
In Figure 1, a right-hand system of Cartesian coordinates is established with point N

as the origin of the coordinate, the cross-track direction (range direction) as the x-axis, the
along-track direction (azimuth direction) as the y-axis, and the elevation direction as the
z-axis. The location of the radar master antenna A1 is set at (0, 0, R1 cos θ), and to make
the analysis process clearer, the observed target is located in P = (R1 sin θ, 0, 0). R1 is
the ideal slant range of the master antenna to the target and is set to satisfy an important
constraint that it should remain the same in any scenario. θ is the incident angle and
R1 cos θ = H, and H is the platform altitude. The location of the slave antenna A2 is

described as (B cos α, 0, R1 cos θ + B sin α), B is the length of baseline vector
−−−−→
A1
′A2
′ , and

α is the baseline angle in the original plane A1PA2. The normal vector of plane A1PA2 is
n̂ = (0, 1, 0), so the equation of plane A1PA2 can be expressed as y = 0. Due to the attitude
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errors, the antenna beam pointing location is changed from P to P′, therefore the plane
A1PA2 will transform into A1

′P′A2
′, and then the location of the master antenna A1

′ is
easy to get, as in Equation (5).

A1
′ = (0, 0, R1 cos θ + ∆H) (5)

Using the approximated rotation matrix, the normal vector n̂ of plane A1
′P′A2

′

changes into n̂t as in Equation (6).

n̂t =
MR · n̂T

|MR · n̂T |
=

1√
1 + θ2

yaw + θ2
pitch

(
−θyaw, 1, θpitch

)
(6)

Using the normal vector n̂t, the equation of plane A1
′P′A2

′ with coupling attitude
error can be given:

− θyawx + y + θpitchz− θpitch(H + ∆H) = 0 (7)

The baseline vector
−−−−→
A1
′A2
′ with coupling attitude error can be obtained by left-

multiplication of the transformation matrix Mε with the vector
−−−→
A1 A2 and expressed in

Equation (8): (
−−−→
A1
′A2
′ 1

)
= Mε

(−−−→
A1 A2 1

)T
(8)

thus, the location of antenna A2
′ can be written in Equation (9),

A2
′ =

 B(cos α− θroll sin α),
B
(

θyaw cos α− θpitch sin α
)

,
H + ∆H + B(θroll cos α + sin α)

 (9)

There are two constraints of the new position P′, one is that it should be located in
the plane A1

′P′A2
′, and the other one is that the R1 is invariant. The coordinate of P′ is

calculated as:

P′ =

(H + ∆H)

√√√√√(
R1

H+∆H

)2
− θ2

pitch
− 1

1 + θ2
yaw

, (H + ∆H)

θpitch + θyaw

√√√√√(
R1

H+∆H

)2
− θ2

pitch
− 1

1 + θ2
yaw

, 0

 (10)

From the slant-ranges R1, the coordinate of the slave antenna A2
′ and target P′, the

flat-earth phase ϕ f lat_errors with coupling attitude error can be calculated by Equation (11).

ϕ f lat_errors = −
2π

λ

(∣∣∣∣∣−−−−−→A1
′P′

∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣−−−−→A2

′P′
∣∣∣∣∣
)

= − 2π

λ

(
R1 − R2

′) ≈ 2π

λ
B

H + ∆H
R1


cos α

(
θroll −

√(
1 + θyaw2

)(( R1
H+∆H

)2
− θ2

pitch
− 1
))

+ sin α

1 + θroll

√ ( R1
H+∆H

)2
−θ2

pitch
−1

1+θ2
yaw



 (11)

The ideal flat-earth phase ϕ f lat can be calculated by Equation (12).

ϕ f lat = −
2π

λ
(R1 − R2) = −

2π

λ

(∣∣∣∣−−−→A1P
∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣−−−→A2P

∣∣∣∣) ≈ 2π

λ
B sin(α− θ) (12)

According to the interferometric imaging theory, the coupling attitude altimetric error
can be calculated by Equation (13).
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∆herrors = −
λR1 sin θ

2πB cos(α− θ)

(
ϕ f lat_errors − ϕ f lat

)
= − R1 sin θ

cos(α− θ)


H + ∆H

R1


cos α

(
θroll −

√(
1 + θyaw2

)(( R1
H+∆H

)2
− θ2

pitch
− 1
))

+ sin α

1 + θroll

√ (
R1

H+∆H

)2
−θ2

pitch
−1

1+θ2
yaw



− sin(α− θ)


(13)

Equation (13) shows that the result is not a simple summation of each attitude alti-
metric error, but the coupling result of the four attitude errors, which makes the variation
characteristics of the altimetry error difficult to determine directly.

2.2. Independent Analysis of Attitude Errors

Independent analyses of the attitude errors can reveal the impact of each attitude error
on the measurement, and these impacts have been discussed in related studies [19–27]. To
further discuss the correctness of the coupling attitude altimetric error, a similar approach
is used to analyze each attitude error and the results are compared with the degeneration
result of Equation (13). In each subfigure of Figure 2, the ideal scenario is drawn in the
solid lines, and the scenario with each attitude error is in dashed lines.

Figure 2. IRA geometry with four attitude errors. (a) Platform altitude error. (b) Roll error. (c) Pitch
error. (d) Yaw error.

2.2.1. Platform Altitude Error

In the geometric model with platform altitude error plot in Figure 2a, the altitude
changes from H to H + ∆H due to the altitude error. Supposing the baseline angle and the
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slant-range between the target and the master antenna keep no change, the changed radar
beam will point to the position of P′ from P,

P′ =

R1

√
1−

(
cos θ +

∆H
R1

)2
, 0, 0

 (14)

Thus, the flat-earth phase ϕ f lat_altitude_error in the observing scenario with altitude error
can be calculated by Equation (15).

ϕ f lat_altitude_error = − 2π
λ

(
R1
′ − R2

′)
≈ 2π

λ B sin(α− θ′)
(15)

where θ′ is the incident angle with altitude error, which satisfied cos θ′ = cos θ + ∆H
R1

, and
the slant range of the master antenna satisfied R1 = R1

′. According to Equation (12), the
altimetric error can be calculated as Equation (16),

∆haltitude_error = − λR1 sin θ
2πB cos(α−θ)

(
ϕ f lat_altitude_error − ϕ f lat

)
≈ −∆H

(16)

Compared with the coupling attitude altimetric error in Equation (13), when only the
platform altitude error is considered, the degradation of Equation (13) can be written by
Equation (17), which is consistent with Equation (16), and the altimetric error caused by
platform altitude error is approximately equal to itself ∆H in amplitude.

∆herrors_∆H | θroll = 0
θpitch = 0
θyaw = 0

= − R1 sin θ

cos(α− θ)
·

∆H
R1

sin α + cos α sin θ

1−

√
1−

(
∆H

R1 sin θ

)2
− 2

∆H cos θ

R1 sin2 θ

 ≈ −∆H (17)

This error varies only along the azimuth direction but does not change with the range
distance of the swath.

2.2.2. Roll Error

Supposing the roll angle of the platform is θroll as shown in Figure 2b, which causes
the rotation of the baseline vector around the y-axis, and the radar beam still points
to the position P, the flat-earth phase ϕ f lat_roll_error with roll error can be expressed in
Equation (18). With the ideal flat-earth phase from Equation (12), the altimetry error can be
calculated using Equations (18) and (19),

ϕ f lat_roll_error = − 2π
λ

(
R1 − R2

′)
≈ − 2π

λ B sin(α + θroll − θ),
(18)

∆hroll_error = − λR1 sin θ
2πB cos(α−θ)

(
ϕ f lat_roll_error − ϕ f lat

)
≈ −R1 sin θ · θroll

(19)

Compared with the coupling attitude altimetric error in Equation (13), when only the
roll error is considered, the degradation of Equation (13) can be written by Equation (20),

∆herrors_θroll | ∆H = 0
θpitch = 0
θyaw = 0

= −R1 sin θ · θroll (20)

The result is consistent with Equation (19), and the altimetric error caused by roll error
increases across the swath. This altimetric error varies both along the azimuth and the
range direction.
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2.2.3. Pitch Error

Supposing the pitching angle of platform is θpitch as shown in Figure 2c, which causes
the rotation of the baseline vector around the x-axis and the translation of the swath from
line NP to N′P′, the position P′ can be written as in Equation (21),

P′ ≈
(

R1

√
1− cos2 θ

(
1 + θpitch

2
)

, H · θpitch, 0

)
(21)

According to the geometry relationship, the only thing that changed is the angle
between the slant range and the baseline vector, the slant range of the slave antenna R2

′

can be calculated as in Equation (22),

R2
′ ≈

√√√√√√√
(

R1

√
1− cos2 θ

(
1 + θ2

pitch

)
− B cos α

)2

+
(

H · θpitch + B sin α · θpitch

)2
+ (−H − B sin α)2

(22)

The flat-earth phase with pitch error ϕ f lat_pitch_error can be calculated using Equation (23):

ϕ f lat_pitch_error = − 2π
λ

(
R1
′ − R2

′)
≈ 2π

λ B
(

cos θ sin α
cos θpitch

− cos α

√
1− cos2 θ

(
1 + tan2 θpitch

)) (23)

Using the ideal flat-earth phase from Equation (12), the altimetric error can be calcu-
lated by Equation (24).

∆hpitch_error = −
λR1 sin θ

2πB cos(α− θ)

(
ϕ f lat_pitch_error − ϕ f lat

)
≈ −H

2
· θ2

pitch
(24)

Compared with the coupling attitude altimetric error in Equation (13), when only the
pitch error is considered, the degradation of Equation (13) can be written by Equation (25).

∆herrors_pitch

∣∣∣ ∆H = 0
θroll = 0
θyaw = 0

≈ −H cos θ cos α
2 cos(α−θ)

θ2
pitch

≈ −H
2 θ2

pitch

(25)

The result is consistent with Equation (24), which indicates that the altimetric error
caused by pitch error is approximately proportional to the platform altitude and the square
of pitch error, the error does not change with the range distance of the swath, which is the
same as the platform altitude error.

2.2.4. Yaw Error

Supposing the yaw angle of the platform is θyaw as shown in Figure 2d, which causes
the rotation of the baseline vector around the z-axis and the rotation of swath from the
direction of line NP to N′P′, the changed radar beam will point to position P′ from P. As
all vectors are rotated only, none of the vector values change, therefore, the altimetric error
due to yaw error should be zero:

∆hyaw_error = −
λR1 sin θ

2πB cos(α− θ)

(
ϕ f lat_yaw_error − ϕ f lat

)
= 0 (26)

Compared with the coupling attitude altimetric error in Equation (13), when only the
yaw error is considered, the degradation of Equation (13) can be written by Equation (27).
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∆herrors_yaw
∣∣

∆H = 0
θroll = 0

θpitch = 0

≈ −R1 sin2 θ cos α

cos(α− θ)

θ2
yaw

2
(

1 + θ2
yaw

) ≈ 0 (27)

The result is consistent with Equation (26). The contribution of yaw error to the
coupling attitude altimetric error can also be ignored when considering the high-order
approximation in Equation (27).

After comparing the consistency of the result of coupling attitude altimetric error with
results of platform altitude error, roll error, pitch error, and yaw error, the feasibility of the
derivation of the coupling attitude altimetric error is confirmed.

2.3. Position-Shifting of Altimetric Error

The altimetric error induced by roll error is generally considered to be along the
range direction of the IRA image [13,19,24]. However, the airborne IRA experiment results
show that the altimetric error is no longer strictly along the range direction when the pitch
or the yaw error also occurs. The position-shifting of the altimetric error is one of the
important error sources for altimetry, although it is less discussed up to now. As shown
in Figure 1, the radar beam will point to the position P′ due to the attitude errors, and the

swath direction
−−→
NP will change to the direction of vector

−−−→
N′P′ . It can be known from

Equation (13) that the coupling attitude altimetric error is a function of the slant range R
and the incidence angle θ, and these two parameters vary along the range direction of the
swath. Therefore, the coupling attitude altimetric error also varies along the direction of
−−−→
N′P′ . Based on geometric analysis of the position-shifting of the altimetric error caused

by coupling attitude errors, the shift can be described as the difference of coordinates in a
Cartesian coordinate system due to the change of the plane where the radar beam is located
and the slant-ranges as shown in Equation (28).

(∆x, ∆y) = (xP′ − xP, yP′ − yP)

≈

(H + ∆H)

√ (
R1

H+∆H

)2
−θpitch

2−1

1+θyaw2 − R1 sin θ, (H + ∆H)

θpitch + θyaw

√ (
R1

H+∆H

)2
−θpitch

2−1

1+θyaw2

 (28)

where ∆x is the shift in the range direction, and ∆y is the shift in the azimuth direction.
The position-shifting of altimetric error is associated with the platform altitude error, pitch
error, and yaw error, but not with the roll error. When considering the platform altitude
error only, the position-shifting is determined by Equation (29), and the variation of the
result is only in the range direction.

(∆x, ∆y)∆H ≈
(
− ∆H

tan θ
, 0
)

(29)

When considering the pitch error only, the position-shifting determined by Equation (30),
and the distribution of the result is two-dimensional.

(∆x, ∆y)pitch ≈
(
− H

2 tan θ
θ2

pitch
, Hθpitch

)
(30)

When considering the yaw error only, the position-shifting determined by Equation (31),
and the distribution of the result is two-dimensional.

(∆x, ∆y)yaw ≈

R1 sin θ
θ2

yaw

2
(

1 + θ2
yaw

) , R1 sin θ
θyaw√

1 + θ2
yaw

 (31)
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The result illustrates that the position-shifting changes the spatial distribution of the
coupling attitude altimetric error, which makes the error vary not only along the range
direction of the image but also along the azimuth direction. According to the above
analysis, both pitch and yaw errors will cause position-shifting in the azimuth direction.
The position-shifting in the range direction is caused by these three errors, but it is much
smaller than the position-shifting in the azimuth direction.

3. Simulation of Coupling Attitude Altimetric Error and Validation by Airborne IRA
Experimental Data

This paper will use three data sets of airborne IRA experiments which were acquired
from the Rizhao sea area, China. The experimental area is shown in Figure 3a, and the three
data sets named RZ14, RZ16, and RZ24 were retrieved on 14, 16, and 24 November 2019,
respectively. Three flight tracks are marked in Figure 3b, and the flight tracks of data RZ14
(blue line) and data RZ16 (black line) cross around the buoy location (pink marker), and
the flight tracks of data RZ16 (black line) and RZ24 (red line) are parallel.

Figure 3. (a) Rizhao sea experimental area. (b) Flight tracks.

The aircraft carried a Ka and Ku dual-band IRA and the platform parameters are
shown in Table 1. The original systematic attitude data of the aircraft were recorded by
the POS, and the specifications of the POS_AV610 from the Applanix Company are shown
in Table 2.

Table 1. Master parameters of the airborne system.

Parameters Values

Center frequency 35 GHz
Aircraft altitude 3000 m

Azimuth resolution 0.3 m
Slant-range resolution 0.3 m

Beam width 1.36 deg

Airborne velocity 67 m/s (RZ14, RZ16)
83 m/s (RZ24)

Incidence angle 1~15 deg
Baseline length 0.3 m

Baseline orientation angle −10 deg

Aircraft Heading angle
16 deg (RZ14)
15 deg (RZ16)
17 deg (RZ24)
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Table 2. Pos_av610 absolute accuracy specifications.

Parameters Values

Aircraft altitude 2~3 cm
Aircraft attitude angle 0.003 deg

Aircraft velocity 0.005 m/s

The airborne experimental data contains IRA data and systematic attitude data. In
the calculation of relative SSE using the master–slave images acquired by the IRA, the
systematic attitude errors are reflected in the interferometric phase. Since the interferometric
phase contains the elevation phase and the flat-earth phase, and if the systematic attitude
errors cannot be removed in the process of the flat-earth phase removal, this will finally
lead to the coupling attitude altimetric error. The systematic attitude errors, which include
platform altitude error, roll error, pitch error, and yaw error, are deviations of the attitude
data between POS_AV610 and the nominal attitude values, and they can be used to simulate
the generation process of altimetric error. The coupling attitude altimetric error and its
position-shifting are calculated based on the theoretical formulas proposed in Section 2, and
the simulated results will be compared with the relative SSE retrieved from IRA images.

The flow chart of the data processing is shown in Figure 4 [18,33–35].

Figure 4. Flowchart. (a) Relative SSE imaging processing. (b) Coupling attitude altimetric error calculation.

The master and slave images received by the airborne IRA during the three experi-
ments are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Master and slave IRA images. (a,d) Master and slave IRA images RZ14. (b,e) Master and
slave IRA images of data RZ16. (c,f) Master and slave IRA images of data RZ24.

According to the process in Figure 4, the relative SSE images are retrieved from the
experimental IRA images, and the results after the unified ground resolution processing
are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The relative SSE retrieved from IRA images. (a) RZ14. (b) RZ16. (c) RZ24.

From Figure 6, we can find that there are slant stripes in the retrieved SSE images.
Along the azimuth direction of the IRA images, the stripes show variation characteristics of
positive and negative oscillations and just like swells propagating approximately. However,
along the range direction of the IRA images, it can be found that the amplitude of the
oscillations all increase with ground range. This characteristic indicates that the slant stripes
are not caused by sea surface swells.

In order to reveal the physical mechanism of the slant stripes in Figure 6, the coupling
attitude altimetric errors induced by the systematic attitude errors of the airborne IRA are
evaluated based on the theoretical formulas proposed in Section 2. The systematic attitude
errors recorded by the POS_AV610 are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Attitude paraments of three data sets. (a,d,g,j,m) Platform altitude error, roll error, pitch
error, heading angle, and yaw error of data RZ14. (b,e,h,k,n) Platform altitude error, roll error, pitch
error, heading angle, and yaw error of data RZ16. (c,f,i,l,o) Platform altitude error, roll error, pitch
error, heading angle, and yaw error of data RZ24.
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Here, it should be pointed out that the systematic attitude errors in Figure 7 have
been smoothed with a spatial window whose size is equal to the synthetic aperture scale
of the IRA. As shown in Figure 7, although the variations of the platform altitude errors
are significant, compared with the attitude angle errors, the altitude errors change slowly.
The attitude angle errors have rapid changes, which are high-frequency errors compared
to the platform altitude error. There is a fixed aircraft heading angle for each data set. As
shown in Table 1, the aircraft heading angles of data RZ14, RZ16, and RZ24 are 16 degrees,
15 degrees, and 17 degrees, respectively, and the yaw error is floating around the aircraft
heading angle, so the yaw angle error is the result of the yaw angle minus the fixed aircraft
heading angle.

Based on the systematic attitude errors recorded by POS_AV610, the coupling attitude
altimetric errors evaluated by Equation (13) are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Coupling attitude altimetric errors without correction of the shift of imaging position.
(a) RZ14. (b) RZ16. (c) RZ24.

As analyzed in Section 2, the platform altitude error theoretically causes an altimetric
error that has an opposite variation and is fixed along the range direction, capable of
reaching sub-meter level. The variation of the roll error along the azimuthal direction
induces a positive and negative oscillation characteristic, and the spatial scale of the
variation is consistent with the stripes in Figure 6. The altimetric error caused by the roll
error increases along the range direction, and up to the meter level, which is the main
source of the coupling attitude altimetric error. According to Equation (24), the altimetric
error caused by the pitch error theoretically does not change along the range direction, and
only at the centimeter level, which is a small contribution. According to Equation (26), the
yaw error will cause no contribution to altimetric error theoretically. The coupling attitude
altimetric errors evaluated by Equation (13) are strictly along the range direction of the
IRA. However, as shown in Figure 6, the altimetric errors in the images acquired by the
airborne IRA are all slanted along the range direction. As discussed in the previous section,
the coupling attitude altimetric errors in Figure 8 need a position-shifting correction both
along the range and the azimuth directions of the IRA image. According to Equation (28),
the position-shifting is related to platform altitude, pitch, and yaw. The position-shifting
along the azimuth and the range directions for each pixel in the swath of the IRA images
are calculated, respectively, by Equation (28), and the results are shown in Figure 9.

The absolute values of the position-shifting along the range and azimuth directions
are all increasing with ground range distance. In Figure 9a,c,e, the position-shiftings along
the azimuth direction reach about 100 m at the far range of the IRA images. By contrast, in
Figure 9b,d,f, the position-shiftings along the range direction are relatively smaller, only
about 20 m, 30 m, and 14 m at the far range of the IRA images.

The results of the coupling attitude altimetric error with correction of position-shifting
are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Position-shifting of coupling attitude altimetric errors. (a–c) The position-shifts along the
azimuth direction (positive in the direction of flight). (d–f) The position-shifts along range direction
(positive in the look direction) l in the images RZ14, RZ16, and RZ24.

Figure 10. Coupling attitude altimetric errors with correction of position-shifting and resolution
unifying of ground distance. (a) RZ14. (b) RZ16. (c) RZ24.

It can be seen that the features of the slant stripes in Figure 10 are consistent with those
in Figure 6. To make a quantitative comparison, the profile curves of the altimetric error
along the azimuth of the IRA images in Figure 10 are compared with the SSE retrieved
from IRA images in Figure 6 at 3 different ranges (the nadir range at 50m, the middle range
at 350 m, and the far range at 700 m). It should be clarified that in this comparison, the SSE
retrieved from IRA images contain both geophysical signals and the altimetric errors. In
order to show the high-frequency altimetric error more clearly, only the altimetric errors
induced by the attitude angle errors are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Profiles of the coupling attitude altimetric errors and the SSE retrieved from IRA images.
R12 is the correlation coefficient of the SSE retrieved from IRA images (the thin black solid curves)
and coupling attitude altimetric errors without position-shifting (the blue dashed curves), and R13

is the correlation coefficients of the SSE retrieved from IRA images and coupling attitude altimetric
errors with position-shifting (the thick red solid curves). (a–c) are the profiles retrieved from RZ14 at
the nadir range, middle range, and far range, respectively. (d–f) are the profiles retrieved from RZ16
at the nadir range, middle range, and far range, respectively. (g–i) are the profiles retrieved from
RZ24 at the nadir range, middle range, and far range, respectively.

The thin black solid curves are the SSE retrieved from IRA images, the blue dashed
curves denote the coupling attitude altimetric errors without position-shifting, and the
thick red solid curves are the coupling attitude altimetric errors when the position-shifting
is corrected. According to Equation (13) and the analyses in Section 2.2, the altimetric
errors increase with the increasing ground range, and the position-shifting of them is
also changing. It can be seen from Table 3, the high correlation coefficients R13 mean
that the coupling attitude altimetric errors with position-shifting matched well with the
measurements, in spite of the effects of the sea surface wind waves and the random phase
noise. The correlation coefficients R13 also increase with the ground range because the SSE
retrieved from IRA images includes both geophysical signals and all kinds of error signals,
and the further away from the nadir point, the greater the contribution of altimetric errors
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to the elevation measurements. The altimetric errors at the far range are the major features
of the elevation measurements, which makes the higher correlation coefficient. However, if
the position-shifting is neglected, as shown in Figure 11, the theoretical coupling attitude
altimetric errors are not consistent with the SSE retrieved from IRA images. It can be found
from Table 3 that the correlation coefficients R12 are all less than 0.40 and the minimum one
is reduced to 0.04. This result means that the position-shifting caused by pitch and yaw
must be considered when we analyze or correct the IRA altimetric errors induced by the
systematic attitude errors.

Table 3. The correlation coefficients of the SSE retrieved from IRA images and coupling attitude
altimetric errors.

The Correlation
Coefficients

RZ14 RZ16 RZ24

R12 R13 R12 R13 R12 R13

At the nadir range (50 m) 0.22 0.66 0.09 0.60 0.26 0.56
At the middle range (350 m) 0.39 0.73 0.30 0.63 0.37 0.50

At the far range (700 m) 0.19 0.87 0.04 0.68 0.34 0.80

The main reason why the coupling attitude altimetric errors cannot be perfectly
matched with the SSE retrieved from the IRA images could be that the coupling attitude
altimetric errors are calculated by using the instantaneous attitude errors recorded by the
POS, while the IRA images are obtained by the integration process of synthetic aperture.
On the other hand, the SSE retrieved from IRA images include not only geophysical signals
and altimetric error signals but also signals of surface wind waves and other noises.

4. Conclusions

The systematic attitude errors of the IRA contain four main aspects: platform altitude
error, roll error, pitch error, and yaw error. The independent analysis of each error can
qualitatively and quantitatively illustrate their influence on the altimetric error. However,
for the real observations of the altimeter, the altimetric error induced by the systematic
attitude error is coupled together. In addition, the position-shifting of the altimetric error
induced by the attitude error of the platform is non-negligible in the IRA measurement,
although this problem has not attracted extensive attention in the scientific community. In
this paper, the theoretical formulas for the coupling attitude altimetric error were derived
and verified using the airborne IRA experiments. Based on theoretical formulas, the
coupling attitude altimetric error was evaluated by using the attitude data measured by the
airborne POS. The comparisons illustrated that the altimetric error induced by attitude error
could be well calculated by the theoretical formulas proposed by this study. In addition,
the attitude errors of the IRA are coupled together, and, therefore, it is not possible to
reduce the coupling attitude altimetric error by correcting the altitude, roll, pitch, or yaw
errors independently. Since the coupling attitude altimetric error is calculated using the
instantaneous attitude errors, which is different from the IRA images obtained by the
integration process of synthetic aperture, it still poses a challenge to obtain the geophysical
signal by directly subtracting the coupling attitude altimetric errors from the SSE retrieved
from airborne IRA images, and this will be further discussed in the future works.

The theoretical formulas obtained in this work are of significance to the analysis and
elimination of IRA and the systematic altimetry error induced by attitude errors.
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